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Key Points:9

• Storm-induced pressure changes can lead to spontaneous appearance of free gas10

phase near the seafloor.11

• This process is driven by pressure-sensitive phase instabilities.12

• This mechanism could help explain elusive gas sources in recently observed pock-13

marks in the North Sea.14
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Abstract15

Abrupt fluid emissions from shallow marine sediments pose a threat to seafloor instal-16

lations like wind farms and offshore cables. Quantifying such fluid emissions and link-17

ing pockmarks, the seafloor manifestations of fluid escape, to flow in the sub-seafloor re-18

mains notoriously difficult due to an incomplete understanding of the underlying phys-19

ical processes. Here, using a compositional multi-phase flow model, we test plausible gas20

sources for pockmarks in the south-eastern North Sea, which recent observations sug-21

gest have formed in response to major storms. We find that the presence of free gas in22

the subsurface effectively damps storm wave-induced pressure changes due to its high23

compressibility, so that the mobilization of pre-existing gas pockets is unlikely. Rather,24

our results point to spontaneous appearance of a free gas phase via storm-induced gas25

exsolution from pore fluids. This mechanism is primarily driven by the pressure-sensitivity26

of gas solubility. We show that in highly permeable sediments containing gas-rich pore27

fluids, wave-induced pressure changes result in the appearance of a persistent gas phase.28

This suggests that seafloor fluid escape structures are not always proxies for overpres-29

sured shallow gas and that periodic seafloor pressure changes can induce persistent free30

gas phase to spontaneously appear.31

Plain Language Summary32

Thousands of pockmarks were reported in North Sea, presumably formed in response33

to wave motions during major storms. It has been hypothesized that these pockmarks34

formed as pre-existing shallow free-gas pockets were mobilized by pressure changes of35

the waves. However, mechanisms that could have mobilized free-gas are not yet constrained.36

Moreover, large scale free-gas accumulations have not been reported in this region, and37

therefore, commonly invoked mechanisms like tensile failure and breaching of capillary38

seals are hard to justify as they rely on the presence of pre-existing gas pockets. Here,39

through modelling studies, we tackle the question of the source of the observed free-gas.40

Our study consists of two parts: First, assuming that some hitherto unknown shallow41

free-gas pocket is indeed present, we test whether storm-induced pressure changes could42

breach capillary seals. We find that free-gas damps pressure changes due to its high com-43

pressibility, making the mobilization of pre-existing gas unlikely. In the second part, we44

propose an alternative mechanism where free-gas spontaneously appears due to exsolu-45

tion from pore-fluids. We test the feasibility of this mechanism and show how periodic46

pressure changes can lead to a persistent gas phase, that could explain the elusive gas47

source linked to these pockmarks.48

1 Introduction49

Fluid and gas flow in shallow marine sediment play a key role in the Earth System50

by modulating the chemical exchange between the seafloor and the water column (Boetius51

et al., 2000; Whiticar, 2002; Berndt, 2005; A. G. Judd, 2003; A. Judd & Hovland, 2007;52

Talukder, 2012). Abrupt fluid emissions are also a geohazard to marine infrastructures53

(Sills & Wheeler, 1992) such as wind parks (Lundsten et al., 2019) and offshore cables,54

which host over 95% of intercontinental data traffic (Carter, 2010). Pockmarks, semi-55

circular depressions of the seafloor, can be the manifestations of fluid release (Hovland56

& Sommerville, 1985; Dando et al., 1991; A. Judd et al., 1994; Hovland et al., 2002). They57

have diameters ranging from a few meters up to over a kilometer, and depths from tens58

of centimeters to several meters (A. Judd & Hovland, 2007). Since their discovery in the59

1970’s (King & McLean, 1970), pockmarks have been in the focus of scientific investi-60

gations as they may indicate the release of greenhouse gases such as methane from ma-61

rine sediments (Dando et al., 1991; Boetius et al., 2000; Hovland et al., 2002; Berndt,62

2005). The increasing availability of high-resolution bathymetric data has revealed their63
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worldwide abundance and importance (A. Judd & Hovland, 2007; Feldens et al., 2016;64

Krämer et al., 2017; Böttner et al., 2019; Hoffmann et al., 2020).65

The formation of pockmarks has been primarily attributed to the release of hydro-66

carbons from overpressured gas reservoirs beneath the seafloor (Böttner et al., 2019; Feldens67

et al., 2016; A. Judd & Hovland, 2007). In this scenario, a pockmark forms when the gas68

overpressure exceeds the tensile failure envelope leading to gas escape and subsequent69

sediment erosion at the seafloor. Fluid escape itself can take place as continuous seep-70

age flow (Böttner et al., 2019; Dumke et al., 2014), episodic/pulsed flow (Hoffmann et71

al., 2020; von Deimling et al., 2011), single blow-out events (Løseth et al., 2011; Andreassen72

et al., 2017) or a combination of those, e.g. where blow-out events are followed by con-73

tinuous seepage (Leifer & Judd, 2015; von Deimling et al., 2015). The type of flow can74

vary depending on the subsurface pressure, stress states, and lithological conditions. There-75

fore, the activity of a fluid-escape structure may exhibit temporal variability, which may76

be cyclic over both short time scales such as tidal cycles (Boles et al., 2001; Rollet et al.,77

2006; Römer et al., 2016) or longer-term sea level changes (Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011;78

Riboulot et al., 2014).79

There is emerging evidence that pockmarks can also form spontaneously forced by80

major storms associated with significant wave heights. Krämer et al. have presented hydro-81

acoustic data from the south-eastern North Sea that shows abundant and very densely82

spaced pockmarks (Fig.1 a,b. These pockmarks were not reported previously from the83

area and appear to have formed over three months during storm events in the fall of 201584

(Krämer et al., 2017). These pockmarks vanished during calmer weather conditions, pos-85

sibly through residual sediment transport in response to tidal forcing. In 2018, expedi-86

tion AL512 found no remaining traces of the pockmark field (Karstens et al., 2018).87

Figure 1: (a) Bathymetric map of working area in the North Sea. (b) Overview map
showing working area in the southeastern North Sea. (c) Detailed bathymetric map show-
ing Pockmarks on the seafloor of the Helgoland Reef (data from Krämer 2017).
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Linking pockmarks to hydro-mechanical processes in the sub-seafloor remains no-88

toriously difficult. It requires constraining how gas is mobilized towards the seafloor and89

which sedimentary processes ‘make’ the morphological pockmark in response to gas and90

fluid venting. Here we focus on the first problem. One plausible formation scenario of91

the aforementioned pockmarks in the North Sea is that storm wave-induced pressure changes92

mobilized shallow gas accumulations within the sediments (Krämer et al., 2017) by ei-93

ther inducing tensile failure or helping the gas to overcome its capillary seal. A direct94

implication of this is that these wave-induced pockmarks may be proxies for shallow gas95

pockets, which has major ramifications for offshore drilling and planning of seafloor in-96

stallations.97

Large scale shallow gas accumulations have, however, not been reported from this98

area. Furthermore, how fluids can overcome capillary barrier (or induce tensile failure)99

by short-term pressure changes remains enigmatic. This suggests that there may be an100

alternative mechanism that does not rely on pre-existing gas accumulations. A careful101

analysis of a comprehensive compositional multiphasic subsurface model for gas trans-102

port has lead us to consider the possibility that the dominant gas source for wave-induced103

pockmark formation could be related to pressure sensitive gas phase instabilities. This104

mechanism relies on local gas solubility being proportional to pore-pressure. Therefore,105

changes in pore-pressure will change the local gas solubility, and under the right condi-106

tions, the gas solubility may become low enough to trigger a localized spontaneous ex-107

solution of the dissolved gases, resulting in a free gas phase that is highly unstable un-108

der the rapidly oscillating pore-pressure states. The presence of highly compressible gas109

is known to effectively damp pressure variations, which raises the intriguing possibility110

that wave-induced gas exsolution and dissolution may by asymmetric, leading to the ap-111

pearance of a persistent gas phase that may rise to make a pockmark.112

In this manuscript, we first test the feasibility of the ‘conventional’ scenario that113

wave-induced pressure changes can mobilize a pre-existing gas pocket. In a second step,114

we explore the alternative mechanism of spontaneous appearance of free gas phase due115

to pressure sensitive phase instabilities under high-frequency pressure changes, i.e., storm116

forcings.117

Testing the hypotheses118

Seafloor observations119

Fig. 1 (a,b) shows the study area north of Helgoland in the south-eastern North120

Sea, the so-called Helgoland Reef area. Here, a series of storms in the fall 2015 resulted121

in the emergence of a pockmark field (Krämer et al., 2017). The pockmarks are described122

as elliptical depressions of 10 to 20 m in horizontal extent with depth of ∼ 20 cm (Fig.1123

c). Bathymetric maps show a large spatial heterogeneity in pockmark density: Some ar-124

eas have up to ∼ 1200 pockmarks per km2, while directly adjacent areas show almost125

no pockmarks (Krämer et al., 2017). The average water depth in the area is about 25126

to 40 meters and sediments mainly consist of fine- to medium-grained sands. The amount127

of finer-grained sediments increases in the paleo-river beds of Eider and Elbe. The area128

is mostly flat and the sea floor is affected by tidal currents forming wave ripples. The129

storm season in 2015, during which the pockmarks appeared, had a series of large storms130

in November. These storms were found to have had significant wave heights exceeding131

7 m with periods from 8 s to 12 s and lengths between 96 m and 177 m. Such wave heights132

may have perturbed the effective stress state of the top 3.5 to 7 m, yet no direct seis-133

mic or hydro-acoustic evidence exists for shallow gas pockets within these surface sed-134

iments (Krämer et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the area is known to host sediments with sig-135

nificant organic carbon contents, so any gas present is likely of microbial origin. Methane136

concentrations in the pockmark field were ∼ 30.4µM , almost one order of magnitude137

higher compared to areas with no pockmarks (Krämer et al., 2017).138
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Mathematical and computational model139

We use a novel multi-physics simulator (Gupta et al., 2020), based on a composi-140

tional multiphase subsurface transport model framework, to test the feasibility of two141

different physical mechanisms of wave-induced gas mobilization that could lead to pock-142

mark formation: 1) Mobilization of a pre-existing free gas pocket, and 2) formation of143

a persistent free gas phase due to pressure sensitive phase instabilities. The model con-144

siders a coupled two-phase two-component fluid system. Flow in the subsurface is as-145

sumed to follow Darcy’s law, and feedbacks between the effective compressibility of the146

multi-phase system and the pressure state are fully resolved. The model also considers147

the capillary pressure effects at the gas-water phase interfaces, parameterized using a stan-148

dard Brooks-Corey model. It is important to note, that unlike the long range gas mi-149

gration in marine sediments, where the advective Darcy flow is typically the dominant150

driver of gas flow, here, in the presence of rapid and short range pressure changes, the151

diffusive capillary flow (see explanation following eqn.A4) and the diffusive Fickian trans-152

port appear to be equally, if not more, important. Gas can be dissolved in the pore flu-153

ids or, if concentrations exceed the solubility limit, form a free gas phase. The gas-water154

phase changes are modelled on the assumption of vapour-liquid-equilibrium (VLE). The155

resulting variational inequalities are imposed as a set of nonlinear complementary con-156

straints, which provide a consistent transition between single and two phase models (see157

eqns.A7-A11). The consistent treatment of phase transitions is, infact, one of the most158

powerful features of this model, without which the phase instabilities cannot be reliably159

simulated. In this study, we consider methane as the gas phase and use an appropriate160

equation-of-state (Kossel et al., 2013). Note, that also other gases such as nitrogen and161

carbon dioxide could contribute but are not further considered here. Thermal effects and162

salinity effects are also ignored for simplicity. The model equations and the numerical163

solution scheme are summarized in Appendix A for reference.164

Pressure sensitive gas phase instability165

The gas solubility typically depends on pressure and temperature (Kossel et al.,166

2013). As the North sea water masses are generally well mixed during the stormy win-167

ter season, major changes in bottom water temperatures are unlikely during individual168

storm events. In addition, any seafloor temperature perturbation would only propagate169

approximately 20cm into the sediments throughout a 12h storm event, depending on dif-170

fusivity, which is typically in the order of 10−6 m2/s. On the other hand, pressure changes171

propagate to much larger sediment depths (Yang et al., 2015). Therefore, in this mod-172

elling study we only focus on the pressure dependence of solubility and ignore the ther-173

mal feedbacks. At higher pressure, more gas can dissolve, and vice versa. Consequently,174

the gas-water phase states are strongly coupled and highly sensitive to changes in pres-175

sure. In any infinitesimal volume, a sufficiently large positive perturbation of local pres-176

sure can lead to dissolution of the available free gas within this volume due to increased177

solubility. In the extreme case, this can lead to disappearance of the free gas phase lo-178

cally (meaning, that the system goes from two-phase to single-phase state). Conversely,179

a sufficiently large negative perturbation of local pressure can lead to the exsolution of180

dissolved gas due to reduced solubility. In the case of a single-phase system, this will lead181

to spontaneous1 appearance of free gas locally (meaning, the system goes from single-182

phase to two-phase state). This local, spontaneous, and hysteretic appearance and dis-183

appearance of free gas due to changes in pressure is referred as pressure sensitive gas phase184

instability. Furthermore, it is well known from multi-phase transport models (Helmig,185

1 Gas dissolution-exsolution are spontaneous processes governed by the second law of thermodynamics

(Sherwood & Dalby, 2018). The notion of ‘spontaneity’ is closely related to change in Gibbs free en-

ergy (∆G); A process occurs spontaneously if ∆G < 0, and proceeds until equilibrium is achieved (i.e.,

∆G = 0).
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1997) that with increasing free gas, the effective pore fluid compressibility also increases,186

which damps the propagation of seafloor pressure changes into the sub-seafloor. This feed-187

back has an interesting consequence in the form of an asymmetric pore pressure evolu-188

tion which may lead to the appearance of a ‘persistent’ free gas phase in response to pe-189

riodic seafloor pressure changes.190

Model setup for numerical studies191

In order to test the guiding hypotheses, we formulate an idealized 1D setting, as192

shown in Fig.2, where a perfect sinusoidal storm forcing with an amplitude A and time-193

period T is imposed on the average sea water column of height H. The computational194

domain starts from the seafloor at z = 0 and extends up-to a depth of z = zdomain.195

Note that all numerical results in this manuscript are plotted along the ‘depth’ below196

the seafloor. In all runs the storm parameters were set as: Amplitude A = 10m and197

time-period T = 12sec. The effects of the storm appear as instantaneous pressure changes198

on the sea floor. Other relevant parameters were set as: Sediment and barrier porosity199

ϕ = 50%, sediment entry pressure P0|Ω0
= 5 kPa, and barrier entry pressure P0|Ωbarrier

=200

30 kPa.201
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Figure 2: Conceptual model.
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In model runs with a pre-existing free gas pocket (FGP), identified as ΩFGP in Fig.1(d),202

we assume that the FGP is located at a certain depth zFGP below the sea floor, and has203

a thickness of ∆zFGP and gas saturation of Sg,FGP . The FGP can only persist at this204

shallow depth before the storm if there exists some kind of a capillary barrier inhibit-205

ing the rapid upward migration of the free gas. This barrier can, in principle, be quite206

thin, but should be free of any fractures or other preferential flow paths. The most im-207

portant property of this barrier is its high entry pressure, irrespective of its permeabil-208

ity and porosity. We consider an ideal barrier of thickness of ∆zbarrier (≪ ∆zFGP ), iden-209

tified as Ωbarrier. For simplicity, the background sediment Ω0 is assumed to be completely210

homogeneous and isotropic, and the effects of compaction on the porosity are ignored.211

Furthermore, the hydraulic properties of the background sediment and the barrier are212

assumed to be identical except for the entry pressure. It is clear that the likelihood of213

gas mobilization depends inversely on the height of the capillary barrier. For arbitrar-214

ily high capillary barriers, no practical storm forcing will be able to mobilize any vol-215

ume of free gas. On the contrary, for arbitrarily low barriers, the persistence of a sta-216

ble FGP can not be guaranteed. In our setting, the capillary barrier is just high enough217

to seal up to 80% gas saturation in the absence of any storm forcing, which gives a ten-218

able lower bound. In this sense, we treat the capillary barrier as only an ‘indirect’ con-219

trol. If a given storm can mobilize gas out of the FGP for such a barrier with some re-220

alistic combination of the control parameters, then we can regard pre-existing free gas221

pockets as a plausible gas source for the formation of pockmarks which have been linked222

with storm-events, especially in shallow waters. In these set of runs, we explore how wa-223

ter depth, permeability, and geometry as well as saturations within the FGP affect the224

numerical solution, and identify whether and under what conditions a storm can mobi-225

lize free gas past the capillary barrier.226

In a second set of runs, we investigate the possible spontaneous appearance of a227

free gas phase due to the pressure sensitivity of gas solubility and the resulting phase228

instabilities due to the rapid storm-induced pressure changes. In addition to water depth229

and permeability, we also systematically vary the dissolved gas fraction and explore un-230

der which conditions a ‘persistent’ free gas phase forms.231

In all scenarios we considered a computational domain of depth zdomain = 25m232

discretized into 250 finite volume cells, and chose a fixed time step size of 2 seconds for233

the numerical simulation of each scenario. The total duration of the storm was chosen234

as 10 hours.235

Results236

Reference model237

The pressure solution for a reference sediment column subjected to the synthetic238

storm is shown in Fig.3. In the absence of a free gas phase, pressure oscillates around239

the hydrostatic value throughout the storm. It is noteworthy that the depth up to which240

the effect of the storm propagates depends strongly on the permeability (K) of the sed-241

iment. For K = 10−14m2, the depth of propagation is barely around 1m but increases242

for increasing K, and for K = 10−10m2 the storm propagates through the whole do-243

main (and deeper). Note that the so-called skin-depth, the depth to which a periodic244

pressure oscillation propagates, is independent of water depth, yet does depend on fre-245

quency. However, we have not further investigated differing storm parameters. The grey246

lines in Fig.3 outline potential pressure variations in the subsurface; the actual pressure247

variations are strongly affected by the multi-phase phenomena that occur between the248

aqueous and the gaseous phase, as we will show below.249
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Figure 3: Range of pressure changes due to the imposed storm forcing (A=10m, T=12s)
in the absence of any free gas in the domain for the 25m water depth case. The skin-
depth to which the pressure perturbation propagates increases with permeability. Colored
curves correspond to the initial situation (t=0s) and the zero crossings following a wave
crest (t=6s) and a wave trough (t=12s); grey curves illustrates the different states over a
2π cycle.

Mobilization of pre-existing gas250

In order to assess the likelihood and possible controlling mechanisms of gas mo-251

bilization from shallow accumulations during a storm, we have explored a wide param-252

eter range. Each combination of the following control parameters was simulated: H [m] =253

{25, 40, 60}, K
[
m2

]
=

{
10−10, 10−12, 10−14

}
, zFGP [m] = {2, 5, 10}, and Sg,FGP [%] =254

{10, 30, 50}; leading to a total of 81 scenarios.255

Fig.4 illustrates the system behavior in the pre-existing FGP case. The free gas phase256

in the FGP damps the pore pressure change due to its very high compressibility, as ev-257

idenced by the virtual absence of time-dependent pressure variations beneath the FGP258

(e.g., see Pg profile in Fig.4a,d). So, at the FGP-barrier interface, the pore pressure in259

the barrier remains greater than or equal to the pore pressure in the FGP. Note that the260

pressure jump at the top and bottom boundaries of the free gas zone result from the cap-261

illary pressure offset. The scenarios with low K = 10−14m2 (not shown) are most un-262

remarkable because the effect of the storm forcing does not propagate up to the depth263

of the FGP. The barrier remains undisturbed and no free gas is mobilized.264

For scenarios with moderate K = 10−12m2, the storm propagates up to the depth265

of the capillary barrier for all zFGP and H under consideration, but the pressure change266

is not large enough to break the barrier (Fig.4a-c). All that is happening is that some267

dissolved methane appears within the capillary seal (Fig.4b) and that the free gas pro-268

gressively accumulates beneath the capillary seal (Fig.4c) - without ever overcoming it.269

All scenarios with high K = 10−10m2 lead to free gas phase above the seal, in-270

cluding cases with very low initial gas saturation of Sg,FGP = 10% (Fig.4f). However,271

this free gas does not migrate all the way to the sea-floor, even for very high initial gas272

saturation of Sg,FGP = 50% (Fig.4g-i). Within the explored parameter space, only runs273

with moderate (K = 10−12m2) to high (K = 10−10m2) and very shallow gas pockets274

(< 2m depth) result in free gas close to the seafloor (not shown).275

In all simulations, the gas pressure in the capillary barrier remains higher than the276

pressure in the FGP (meaning, that the barrier is never breached), yet some free gas es-277

capes past the barrier. To explain this, we focus on the first few minutes of the storm.278

For each storm wave, the growing wave height increases pore pressure (with a phase shift279

and amplitude that depends on permeability and depth; see also Fig.3), which increases280

gas solubility (due to its pressure dependence; see Fig.4b,e) and results in the dissolu-281
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Figure 4: Gas pressure (Pg), saturation (Sg), and concentration in aq. phase (χg) for
selected scenarios with a pre-existing FGP. For a moderate permeability (K = 10−12m2),
waves do affect the free gas pocket but no gas is mobilized (a-c). Free gas is mobilized
past the capillary barrier for high permeability (K = 10−10m2) but does not reach the
seafloor (d-f), even for very high initial gas saturations(g-i).
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tion of free gas into the aqueous phase. During the waning phase of a wave, the decreas-282

ing pressure has the opposite effect: Solubility decreases and free gas forms. This results283

in a pressure state that drives water with high dissolved gas concentrations out of the284

free gas pocket. The large jump in gas pressure across the sealing structure then causes285

free gas to appear above the gas pocket, again as a result of decreased solubility at lower286

pressure. Because gas concentrations in pore fluids within the FGP are always at the sol-287

ubility limit (due to VLE), the described mechanism is asymmetric and can be thought288

of as a one-way valve that episodically leaks gas from the gas pocket through the seal289

into the sediments above. This mechanism of gas mobilization past the capillary barrier290

is principally driven by the pressure sensitive gas phase instability, and not the lower-291

ing of the capillary barrier. The appearance of a free gas phase above the seal also has292

a secondary effect: It provides a feedback to the pressure response in the next storm wave293

due to its high compressibility. With each successive storm wave, the pressure response294

dampens and less free gas appears, which can asymptotically lead to a stationary free295

gas phase, as observed in our scenarios with high K = 10−10m2.296

From these observations, we can infer that it is, in general, possible for a storm to297

mobilize gas from a buried FGP through the mechanism of pressure sensitive gas phase298

instability.299

Spontaneous appearance of free gas300

The above simulations have shown that the pressure dependence of gas solubility301

is the dominant trigger for the mobilization of free gas past a capillary barrier. However,302

the presence of free gas above the barrier changes the subsequent pore-pressure evolu-303

tion and ultimately restricts the upward migration of the mobilized free gas. These ob-304

servations lead us to consider the possibility that a pre-existing buried FGP may not be305

the primary gas source for the emergence of storm-induced pockmarks. Instead, a free306

gas phase could have appeared spontaneously out of the dissolved gases during a storm307

due to pressure sensitive gas phase instability.308

The spontaneous appearance of free gas depends on the sediment permeability, the309

initial amount of dissolved gas, and the pressure sensitivity of gas solubility (i.e., the slope310

of solubility vs. pressure curve). Permeability controls the pressure response and the ad-311

vective fluxes, while the pressure sensitivity of gas solubility determines to what extent312

the pressure changes can suppress and enhance the gas solubility. If the pressure sen-313

sitivity of gas solubility is high, then free gas appears for lower amounts of initial dis-314

solved gas, and vice versa. The functional dependence of gas solubility on pressure also315

means that the pressure sensitivity of gas solubility may be different for different hydro-316

static pressure ranges. The presence of a buried FGP may ‘aid’ the process of pockmarks317

formation to some extent by acting as an additional gas reservoir, but it is neither the318

primary gas source nor a pre-requisite for storm-induced pockmark formation in shal-319

low waters.320

To demonstrate this mechanism, we refer back to the idealized 1D setting. We con-321

sider the same storm forcing (with parameters A = 10m and T = 12sec) and same322

background sediment Ω0, but we remove the gas pocket ΩFGP and the capillary barrier323

Ωbarrier. An additional controlling parameter here is dissolved gas fraction n [%]. In to-324

tal, we simulated 18 scenarios for this setting choosing all combinations of the control325

parameters, while keeping the domain size, its discretization, and storm parameters the326

same as above.327

For scenarios with low n ≤ 60%, the pressure changes affect gas solubility
(
χG
w,eqb

)
328

but the dissolved gas concentration remains well below the gas solubility, even for high329

K scenarios (not shown). In contrast, for scenarios with very high dissolved methane frac-330

tion (e.g., n = 90%), the pressure changes (e.g., Fig.5a,d) suppress gas solubility be-331

low the dissolved gas concentration (e.g., Fig.5b,e) and lead to gas exsolution near the332
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Figure 5: Gas pressure (Pg), saturation (Sg), and dissolved gas concentration (χg) for
selected scenarios without any pre-existing FGP.

surface (e.g., Fig.5c,f). In turn, due to high compressibility of the resulting free gas, the333

pressure solution also differs compared to that of the reference sediments. The pressure334

response is damped over time as more and more free gas appears. The saturation and335

depth of the free gas layer depend strongly on the sediment permeability. It is impor-336

tant to note that gas compressibility plays an important role in the ‘persistence’ of the337

spontaneously formed free gas. If we were to ignore the compressibility effects, the free338

gas would alternatingly appear and disappear throughout the storm, and a stable free339

gas phase would not persist. The compressibility of the free gas makes the process ir-340

reversible by progressively damping the pressure response during each storm cycle, with341

the net effect that for each wave more gas appears than that disappears.342

In our simulations, we get a gas layer of about 3m for K = 10−10m2 (Fig.5f) but343

only about a few centimeters for K = 10−12m2 (Fig.5c). For scenarios with K = 10−14m2,344

no free gas is formed. Absolute water depth also has an influence: for higher H, the gas345

phase appears with a delay. The controlling mechanism is how the pressure sensitivity346

of the gas solubility curve varies with hydrostatic pressure. Ultimately, there is a min-347

imum n for any given combination of H and K for which a persisting free gas phase can348

form near the sea floor. For our control parameters, the minimum n values are listed in349

Table 1.350

Impact of lateral gradients on spontaneous appearance of free gas351

The above 1D results show that free gas can spontaneously appear, and even per-352

sist, in the upper sediment layers due to the storm induced pressure changes, without353
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K = 10−10m2 K = 10−12m2 K = 10−14m2

H = 25m 61% 62% 67%
H = 40m 76% 76% 79%
H = 60m 84% 84% 86%

Table 1: Minimum value of dissolved methane fraction n (upto nearest whole number) for
which free gas phase appears in our 2D scenarios.

any pre-existing burried free gas pockets. However, the 1D setting gives a somewhat in-354

complete picture because a storm is not a standing wave, but rather a travelling wave.355

A storm forcing creates strong lateral gradients in the sediment which cannot be neglected.356

In 1D, pressure oscillates around the hydrostatic value, and gas exsolves and dissolves357

following these pressure changes. In 2D, there is additional transport of the dissolved358

and the free gas along the lateral pressure gradients. Therefore, it is possible that in some359

scenarios free gas phase appears and disappears locally with very little or no lateral ad-360

vection, leading to patchy pools of non-persistent free gas with low Sg, while in other361

scenarios the lateral advection is large enough to allow the appearance and growth of362

a persisting gas layer spanning across the full length of the domain (along the sea floor).363

We, therefore, also test our hypothesis for a 2D setting where we impose a sinu-364

soidal storm forcing with an amplitude A = 10m, time period T = 12 seconds and wave365

length λ = 150m. Similar to the 1D setting, we assume that the sediment is homoge-366

neous and isotropic, and the domain contains no buried free gas pockets and capillary367

barriers. Again, we chose the following control parameters: H [m] = {25, 40, 60}, K
[
m2

]
=368 {

10−10, 10−12, 10−14
}
, and n [%] = {70, 80, 90}. In total, 27 scenarios were simulated.369

For numerical simulation, we chose a computational domain with a depth of zdomain =370

8m and length of Xdomain = λ, and the left and right boundaries of the domain are as-371

sumed periodic. The upper half of the sediment was discretized with a uniform orthog-372

onal mesh with quadrilateral cells of size 1m×0.1m. The lower half was discretized with373

an aspect ratio of 1.1 along the depth. Time step size of 2 seconds was used for each sce-374

nario, and the total storm duration was set as 10 hours.375

The free gas phase appears in local pools and continues to spread laterally to form376

a continuous free gas phase which eventually spans the entire length of the domain. Sim-377

ilar to the 1D setting, as the storm progresses, the pressure response damps along the378

sediment depth due to gas compressibility. Furthermore, due to the lateral transport of379

free gas, the pressure response also shows progressive damping laterally, along the tail-380

ing end of each travelling storm-wave. This leads to an asymmetric distribution of free381

gas phase, with patchy pockets of possibly unstable free gas very close to the seafloor.382

In Fig.6, a rather prominent free gas layer (with maximum gas saturation of over 6% and383

depth of nearly 2m) forms over time due to high transport fluxes (both lateral and ver-384

tical) owing to high sediment permeability (K = 10−10). In contrast, in the equivalent385

1D setting, even with high n = 90%, the maximum Sg was only about 3% and the depth386

was about 3m. appearance of a persisting gas phase strongly depends on the sediment387

permeability (which controls the transport fluxes). For moderate permeability (K = 10−12),388

a very thin persisting gas layer forms, but for low permeability (K = 10−14) small amount389

of free gas appears and disappears locally, but no persisting gas layer forms (not shown).390

It is also worth noting that for the scenarios with H = 40m, absolutely no free gas phase391

appears at any time for n = 70%; and for the scenarios with H = 60m, no free gas392

phase appears for n = 70% and n = 80%. This is consistent with the minimum n val-393

ues listed in Table 1.394
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(a) Sg at t = 1
2
hrs. (b) χg at t = 1

2
hrs.

(c) Sg at t = 1 hrs. (d) χg at t = 1 hrs.

(e) Sg at t = 3 hrs. (f) χg at t = 3 hrs.

(g) Sg at t = 10 hrs. (h) χg at t = 10 hrs.

Figure 6: Appearance and evolution of a storm induced ‘persisting’ free gas phase. Fig-
ure shows gas saturation Sg and dissolved methane concentration χg at different time
instants for the case with H = 25m, n = 70%, and K = 10−10m2.
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Discussion395

Understanding pockmark formation involves at least two aspects: The gas source,396

and the surface manifestation (i.e. mechanical crater) with its feeding system connect-397

ing the gas source with shallower strata (e.g. pipe-like conduit at depth). We analyzed,398

under idealized conditions, the question of the plausible gas sources. Our modelling re-399

sults show that, even for a barely stable pre-existing FGP (i.e., FGP sealed by a weak400

capillary barrier) available at some accessible shallow depth, the mobilization of free gas401

through a simple pumping mechanism is not feasible, as the gas damps the transmission402

of the storm induced pressure changes. This is consistent and re-confirms findings of pre-403

vious poro-elastic studies of the pressure response in marine sediments to periodic loading(Wang404

& Davis, 1996; Van Der Kamp & Gale, 1983; Okusa, 1985). These studies had shown,405

mainly for tidal forcing, that a layer with reduced fluid/gas bulk modulus will damp any406

seafloor pressure variations and reduce the penetration depth. Here, building on those407

studies, we show that one consequence of this damping is that free gas cannot realisti-408

cally overcome the capillary barrier through rapidly alternating advective fluxes alone.409

Even if the free gas overcomes the capillary barrier due to gas phase instabilities, it tends410

to find a quasi-stationary state instead of ascending all the way to the sea floor. In ad-411

dition we would like to stress that trapping shallow gas at just a few meters below the412

seafloor is problematic, and not observed in the study area (Karstens et al., 2018; Krämer413

et al., 2017). The poro-elastic effective stress at such shallow depth is close to the brit-414

tle yield stress, so that already small amounts of overpressure, resulting from trapped415

buoyant gas, might result in seal failure.416

Our findings rather point to a different mechanism. For sufficiently high dissolved417

gas concentrations, depending on the pressure sensitivity of gas solubility, free gas can418

spontaneously form in the vicinity of the seafloor due to the pressure sensitive phase in-419

stabilities. Such a free gas phase may or may not be persistent, and can exist stably only420

during the storm. This phenomena is likely largely confined to the upper sediment lay-421

ers. The source of the observed free gas is, therefore, primarily the dissolved gas, which422

spontaneously changes its phase due to the storm induced pressure perturbations. This423

gas source is independent of any pre-existing FGPs, and appears to provide a simpler,424

yet robust, explanation for free gas in storm induced pockmarks, especially in the ab-425

sence of evidence for such shallow pre-existing gas. In general, however, both these gas426

sources are not mutually exclusive, and the underlying physics for both is related to the427

mechanism of pressure sensitive phase instabilities. It is possible that in some settings,428

both gas sources may be present simultaneously. In such scenarios, the appearance of429

the persisting free gas phase will greatly enhance because the pre-existing FGP will act430

as an additional gas reservoir.431

For the Helgoland case study, the proposed mechanism appears to be particularly432

relevant, as none of the existing sub-bottom profiler transects across the area showed any433

gas pockets in shallow sediments (Krämer et al., 2017; Karstens et al., 2018). However,434

our results show that it requires a minimum gas saturation of about 60% within the af-435

fected pore fluids. The methane gas concentration in the south-eastern North Sea in Pock-436

mark area is about 10 times higher than for background sediments (Krämer et al., 2017),437

but far below full saturation (Kossel et al., 2013). Hence, a formation of pockmarks by438

pure methane seems unlikely in the south-eastern North Sea. However, it is plausible that439

a combination of other dissolved gases together act as a possible gas source. These dis-440

solved gases could be CO2, O2 or N2, some of which show even a greater sensitivity of441

solubility to pressure changes (Kossel et al., 2013). Saturations of these gases can be,442

in general, much closer to full saturation, but penetration depths of dissolved O2 or N2443

are only at cm scale (Neubacher et al., 2013). Furthermore, dissolved gas concentrations444

can vary significantly on the Helgoland Reef due to different sediment compositions. The445

Helgoland Reef is traversed by the organic-rich paleo-river deltas of Elbe and Eider, their446

side arms, and multiple glacial tunnel valleys (Figge, 1980; Lutz et al., 2009; Lohrberg,447
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Schwarzer, et al., 2020). It is likely that dissolved gas concentrations are higher in the448

paleo-river beds due to a higher organic matter decomposition (Zhang et al., 2019). Fur-449

thermore, differences of the dissolved gas concentrations could explain the spatial dis-450

tribution of pockmarks in the region. Moreover, the permeability of the south-eastern451

North Sea is, in general, high, based on sediment composition of mainly fine to medium452

grain sand (Neumann et al., 2017). Based on numerical models (Neumann et al., 2017),453

the surface permeabilities can also exhibit local variability due to different sedimenta-454

tion regimes of the background sediments and the paleo-river deltas of Elbe and Eider.455

The area where pockmarks occurred in 2015 is characterized by a heterogeneous distri-456

bution of permeability. In principle, the permeabilities here can be high, up to (K =457

10−10) (Neumann et al., 2017). In summary, the proposed mechanism could work on the458

Helgoland reef, but the gas source(s) and the permeability distribution, and their effects459

on pockmark formation remain speculative as the necessary data to parameterize and460

validate the model is missing for this region.461

The question about the physical pockmark structures, however, still remains open.462

These structures likely form due to complex elasto-(plasto-)dynamic interactions between463

the sediment and the high-frequency storm waves, a study of which lies beyond the scope464

of this manuscript. Nonetheless, irrespective of the exact mechanisms leading to the for-465

mation of these physical structures, we can demonstrate within the scope of our model466

their potential impact on the subsurface transport processes and the phase instabilities.467

The high frequency pressure changes potentially alter the porosity-permeability char-468

acteristics of the sediment through mechanical feedbacks, which are, for instance, known469

to form pipe-like fluid pathways in 3-D simulations of compaction-driven fluid flow (Räss470

et al., 2018). It is likely that the gas build up and the rapidly oscillating pore pressures471

increase the permeability in the upper sediment layers and aid the appearance of free472

gas. Furthermore, due to the lateral pressure gradients, it is also likely that the evolu-473

tion of the permeability field shows a periodic heterogeneity along the sea floor. An ex-474

ample simulation for the scenario with a moderate permeability K0 = 10−12m2 (Fig.7)475

illustrates how a simple evolution of permeability field can enhance the free gas layer and476

periodic high permeability structures can emerge along the sea floor. These high per-477

meability features localize around the peaks of the storm forcing and reflect the inher-478

ent time scale of the surface-waves ↔ bottom-water ↔ pore-water interactions. This ex-479

ample clearly does not resolve the mechanics of the formation of the actual pockmarks,480

but provides useful insights into the admissible parameter space for the appearance of481

a persisting gas phase. In particular, this example demonstrates that the mechanical feed-482

backs could relax the constraints on the permissible permeability fields and enhance the483

appearance of persisting free gas phase even in sediments with moderate permeabilities,484

therefore, enhancing the likelihood of this mechanism. Furthermore, there is a distinct485

possibility that the mechanical feedbacks may be strong enough to introduce preferen-486

tial flow paths that run deep enough to support a violent gas ascent of the otherwise quasi-487

stationary free gas mobilized out of a pre-existing FGP. This introduces a subtle, but488

very important, distinction between the role of mechanical feedbacks on the plausible489

gas sources. For pre-existing FGP, the formation of appropriate preferential flow-paths490

is a ‘necessary’ condition, thereby, contracting the admissible parameter space; while for491

spontaneous appearance of free gas, the mechanical feedbacks expand the admissible pa-492

rameter space.493

In general, the process of spontaneous appearance of free gas is likely to occur in494

shallow marine settings such as shelf regions around the globe. About 50% of shelf ar-495

eas (< 65 meters water depths) are covered by sand or gravel (Hall, 2002) and meet,496

therefore, the pre-requisite of high permeability sediments. A similar process has been497

observed offshore Svalbard (Sultan et al., 2020). Here, exsolution/dissolution during pres-498

sure changes of tides has been observed. Although the pressure changes are much slower499

and no pockmarks occurred, the process is likely based on the here-described mechanism.500
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Figure 7: Impact of evolving permeability field due to pressure perturbations. Here,
H = 25m, n = 70%, and K = 10−12m2. The figure shows following profiles at time t = 4
hours: a) Free gas layer with constant permeability field, b) free gas layer with pressure
dependent permeability evolution, and c) permeability field (zoomed to upper 2m of the
computational domain) where periodic high permeability structures emerge along the sea
floor.
The evolution of permeability is modelled using simplified functional relationship be-
tween porosity and pressure change as, dϕ = C dP where, dϕ is change in porosity and
P :=

∑
α=g,w

SαPα is change in effective pore pressure. C is sediment compressibility (as-

sumed constant). In a realistic poro-mechanial setting, C resolves the mechanical coupling
conditions and is, therefore, highly non-linear. Permeability is further related to porosity

through a power law (Civan, 2001) as, K = γK0

(
ϕ

1−ϕ

)β

where, γ is a proportionality

constant, K0 is permeability of unperturbed sediment, and β is the exponent of the power

law. For parameterization, we chose ϕ0 = 50%, β = 6, γ =
(

ϕ0

1−ϕ0

)β

, and C = 1.1e − 10

Pa−1 for dP > 0 and C = 1.0e − 10 Pa−1 for dP < 0. This relationship is highly simpli-
fied and lacks detailed mass and momentum conservation for the sediment phase, but is,
nonetheless, a useful qualitative indicator of impacts of pressure changes on the hydraulic
properties.
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Finally, our findings also suggest that pockmarks may not always be proxies for over-501

pressured shallow gas. Instead, especially in shallow water environments, the ebullition502

of greenhouse gases from marine sediments in response to long-term variations in seafloor503

pressure due to e.g. tidal currents or seiches (Lohrberg, Schmale, et al., 2020) and short-504

term variations due to e.g. high waves (Krämer et al., 2017) may represent additional505

gas sources. Therefore, global greenhouse gas budgets based on the mere existence of pock-506

marks without a careful investigation of the source and character of fluids released at507

the seafloor may lead to misleading results. Furthermore, the spontaneous gas exsolu-508

tion from pore fluids due to periodic pressure changes at the seafloor could be a poten-509

tially significant gas source, which has so far remained unaccounted for in the global gas510

budgets.511

Conclusion512

Overall, we offer an explanation for a plausible gas source for storm-induced pock-513

mark formation in shallow marine settings. In contrast to previously suggested processes,514

our proposed mechanism does not require a pre-existing gas phase or overpressurization515

of the subsurface. Pressure changes by waves are not only the trigger for fluid/gas mi-516

gration but also the catalyst for appearance of free gas. Although the released gas vol-517

ume of a single pockmark may be rather small, the overall worldwide contribution of re-518

leased greenhouse gases from this mechanism can be significant. The detection of the519

pockmarks requires a repeated high resolution mapping of target areas and additional520

careful identification of involved fluids. The absence of these data sets and vanishing of521

the pockmarks in calm weather conditions can explain why they remain elusive in other522

areas to date. A corollary of the mechanism described here is that seafloor fluid escape523

structures are not always proxies for overpressured shallow gas and that spontaneous gas524

exsolution due to periodic seafloor pressure changes are additional gas sources which may525

have non-negligible contribution to global gas budgets.526
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Appendix A Model equations and numerical solution scheme685

We consider a homogenized REV (Representative Elementary control-Volume) com-686

posed of two distinct mobile phases (also referred as ‘fluids’): An aqueous phase (sub-687

script ‘w’) and a gaseous phase (subscript ‘g’). For simplicity, we assume only a single688

gas in the system (methane in this study), and account for miscibility of the phases. There-689

fore, the gaseous phase is composed of gas and water vapour, while the aqueous phase690

is composed of liquid water and dissolved gas. The gas components in both phases are691

denoted with superscript ‘G’ and the water components are denoted with the superscript692

’H’. For further simplicity, we assume a constant salinity in the aqueous phase and ig-693

nore any thermal effects. The component-wise mass conservation for this system can be694

expressed as,695

∀κ = G,H :
∑

α=g,w

∂tϕραSαχ
κ
α +

∑
α=g,w

∇ · ραχκ
αvα +

∑
α=g,w

∇ · ϕραSαJ
κ
α = fκ (A1)

where, ϕ is the porosity, ρα is the pressure dependent phase density, Sα is the phase sat-696

uration s.t.,697 ∑
α=g,w

Sα = 1. (A2)

The variables vα denote the phase-wise Darcy velocity fields,698

∀α = g, w : vα = −K
kr,α
µα

(∇Pα + ραg) (A3)

where, K is a second order permeability tensor, kr,α is the relative phase permeability,699

µα is the dynamic phase viscosity, and Pα is the phase pore-pressure. We parameterize700

the capillary pressure across the gas-water phase interface as well as the relative phase701

permeabilities using the Brooks-Corey model,702

Pg − Pw := Pc (Sw) = P0S
− 1

λ
w,e (A4)

703

kr,w = S
2+3λ

λ
w,e & kr,g = (1− Sw,e)

2

(
1− S

2+λ
λ

w,e

)
. (A5)

P0 denotes the gas entry pressure and λis a material parameter. Sw,e =
Sw−Sw,r

1−Sg,r−Sw,r
704

is the effective water saturation with residual gas and water saturations Sg,r and Sw,r.705

Note, that the capillary pressure introduces an additional diffusive flux for gas transport706

(∇Pg = ∇Pw + ∂Sw
Pc∇Sw, where ∇Sw exhibits diffusive characteristics).707

A00.1 The variables Jκ
α denote the Fickian diffusion of components κ through708

any phase α, s.t.,709

∀α = g, w & ∀κ = G,H : Jκ
α = −τDα∇χκ

α (A6)

where, τ is the tortuosity of the sediment matrix and Dα is a second order binary dif-710

fusion tensor. Additionally, the summation conditions
∑

κ=G,H

Jκ
α = 0 hold ∀α.711

A00.2 The variable fκ is the volumetric source term for each component κ =712

G,H. Within the context of this study, we assume fκ = 0.713

A00.3 Finally, χκ
α are the mole fractions of the components κ = G,H in the714

phase α = g, w. If both phases are present, gas and water are assumed to exist in a state715

of a vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE), s.t.,716

∀α = g, w : ψα := 1−
∑

κ=G,H

χκ
α = 0 if Sα > 0. (A7)
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The VLE is modelled using the Henry’s (eqn.A8) and the Raoult’s (eqn.A9) laws,717

χG
w = HG

wPgχ
G
g (A8)

718

χH
g Pg = χH

wP
H
sat (A9)

where, HG
w is the pressure dependent solubility coefficient of dissolved gas (i.e. compo-719

nent G in w phase), and PH
sat is the saturation vapour pressure of water vapour (i.e. com-720

ponent H in g phase). From Eqns.A7-A9, it is clear that in a two-phase system, all mole721

fractions are known a priori as functions of local thermodynamic state (i.e., gas pressure,722

in this model). These known mole fractions at VLE are commonly referred as ‘equilib-723

rium’ mole fractions (denoted as χκ
α,eq ∀α, κ). In other words, in a two-phase system,724

all mole fractions are dependent variables and the phase saturations are the independently725

transported quantities.726

A00.4 If, however, any of the phases disappear, the VLE condition does not727

hold, leading to a set of variational inequalities s.t.,728

∀α = g, w : ψα > 0 if Sα = 0. (A10)

Eqn.A10 implies that in a single phase system (e.g. water-only, or gas-only), the solute729

(i.e., dissolved gas in case of water-only system, and water-vapour in case of gas-only)730

exists in an under-saturated state, i.e. the solute mole fraction remains below the equi-731

librium value (also called ‘maximum solubility’, or simply, ‘solubility’) corresponding to732

the local thermodynamic state. The phase saturations degenerate, meaning that the sat-733

uration of the vanishing phase is zero while that of the persisting phase is unity. There-734

fore, in a single phase system, the solute in the persisting phase is transported indepen-735

dently, while the mole fractions of components in the vanishing phase become indeter-736

minate.737

A00.5 Eqns.A7 and A10 together form a Kharush-Kuhn-Tucker type constraints,738

∀α = g, w : Sαψα = 0. (A11)

Eqn.A11 governs the consistent distribution of phase-states and phase transitions from739

single-phase to two-phase systems and vice versa.740

A00.6 Finally, note, that the material properties like phase densities, viscosi-741

ties, solubility coefficient and saturation vapour pressure, in general, also depend strongly742

on the temperature, but under the isothermal assumption, this dependence is ignored743

in this study.744

A00.7 The model eqns.A1 and A11 together form a PDAE (partial differen-745

tial algebraic) system of four governing equations, which is closed by the conditions A2746

and A3. We solve for the following primary variables: Pw, Sg, χ
G
w and χH

g .747

A00.8 The numerical scheme is based on a fully upwinded cell-centered finite748

volumes method for spatial discretization and an implicit Euler method for temporal dis-749

cretization. It is capable of solving in 1D, 2D and 3D. The scheme is implemented in DUNE-750

PDELab (version 2.8) (Bastian et al., 2010) based on C++. For the linearization of the751

system of governing PDEs, we have implemented a semi-smooth Newton solver which752

can handle the gas-water phase transitions and appearing and disappearing phases in753

a mathematically consistent manner. We use a highly optimized SuperLU (Demmel et754

al., 1999) linear solver for our 1D calculations (which are performed in sequential mode),755

and a built-in Algebraic Multi-Grid solver for 2D calculations (which are performed in756

OpenMPI parallel mode). The computations for this study were performed on the high-757

performance computing cluster at Kiel University (CAU). Further details of our numer-758

ical scheme can be found in Gupta et al. (2020)(Gupta et al., 2020).759
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